
                       PRIMES OF THE FORM N(n,a)=(2^n)+a 

  

We have shown in several earlier pages on our Tech-Blog Web Page that all prime numbers five 
or greater must have the form 6n±1 without exception. Among this infinite set of primes there 
are two sub-sets known as Mersenne and Fermat Primes, which among the primes have drawn 
the most attention. They are defined , respectively, as- 

                        M(p)=2^p-1    and      F(n)=2^(2^n)+1  

Here p is a prime number and n a positive integer. At the present time there have been just 51 
Mersenne Primes M(p) found although there will be more coming in the future. On the other 
hand, there are just five known Fermat primes F(n)=(3, 5, 17, 257, 65537) with no further 
primes expected. In looking at M and F, one sees that they have a generalized form- 

                                      N(n,a)=(2^n)+a  

, where n  has certain integer values with ‘a’ either a positive or negative integers. It is the 
purpose of this note to look at the conditions for which N(n,a) is a prime number. In the 
discussion below we will see that, in addition to Mersenne and Fermat primes, there are an  
infinite number  of additional primes described by this general formula. 

 

Prime Forms of N(n,a): 

 We start with the identity- 

                                       p=6m±1=2^n+a 

valid as long as the prime p equals five or greater and m, n, and ‘a’ have certain integer values. 
Next we choose a value for m, say m=3.This yields the primes p=19 or 17. From this result we 
have- 

                                     19 or 17=2^n+a  

Choosing n=4 produces the primes- 

                           19=2^4+3      and    17=2^4+1 

, while n=5 yields the primes- 

                           19=2^5-13     and   17=2^5-15 

Note that to keep the magnitude of ‘a’ small one chooses a 2^n near the mean of 19 and 17. If 
we had taken n=3 , the two forms of N(n,a) would have been – 



                             19=2^3+11      and   17=2^3+9 

What is clear from these last results is that we can represent any prime via N(n,a) for the right 
choices of m, n and ‘a’. So, for instance, p=89=6(15)-1=2^6+25. That is,- 

                                         N(6,25)=89 

We can test the primeness of 89 by demanding that (89+1)=σ(89)=90. Here σ(89) is the sigma 
divisor function of Number Theory. 

For any prime we have p= 2^n+a. On solving this produces- 

                   n=ln(p-a)/ln(2)  ̴ln(p)/ln(2) 

with often ‘a’<<p. Take the case of the prime  

                    p=524287 where- 

n  ̴ln(524287)/ln(2)=18.999. So we try n=19 to get the identity- 

                               524287=2^19-1 

This result is recognized as the Mersenne Prime M(19). 

Another form for N(n,a) follows from p=2852149 where 

n  l̴n(2852149)/ln(2)=21.44. So we try n=21, to get the identity- 

                             2852149=2^21+754997 

Here ‘a’ is quite large but could be brought down by  changing p to another prime p=2097169 
which lies closer to 2^21. This produces the prime - 

                                 2097169=2^21+17  

Since 2^n is always even, it is necessary that ‘a’ will need to be odd such as -1, 17 and 754997 
above. 

 

Relation between N(n+k,a+b) and N(n,a):   

One can relate two different N(n,a) to each other as follows. Start by expanding- 

            N(n+k,a+b)=2^(n+k)+a+b=2^k(2^n+a)-a2^k+a+b=2^kN(n,a)+b+a(1-2^k) 

This produces the identity- 

               N(n+k,a+b)=2^k N(n,a)+a(1-2^k)+b 

 



So, If we let  a=-1, b=2, k=3, and n=5, one finds- 

                        N(8,1)=2^3[N(5,-1)+1]+1=257 

Also we can use this identity to relate two separate Mersenne Primes to each other by letting 
n=5, k=8, a=-1, and b=0. This produces- 

                          N(13,-1)=2^8[N(5,-1)+1]+1 

Also N(5,-1) equals the Mersenne Prime M(5)=2^5-1=31. Hence the Mersenne Prime – 

                      M(13)=256(31)+255=8193 

This procedure can speed up a lot the finding of higher Mersenne  and other primes. 

 

Prime Density versus ‘a’: 

By fixing ‘a’ as an integer near zero, one can check on the number of primes found  in a given 
range of n. We call this number the prime density. It will be low for many ‘a’s with a few 
exceptions. The density of Mersenne Primes where ‘a’=-1 can be considered of intermediate 
density while for the value of a=15 we find the density to be large compared to its neighbors.  
Indeed we find twenty-six primes for 2^n+15 when evaluating things over the range n=1 to 
n=200 as shown in the following graph- 

                      



We see from the graph that the tenth prime is 4111. This indicates a much higher prime density 
than that for Mersenne (2^n-1) where the tenth prime is a 27 digit long number. In view of the 
simplicity of how primes are generate for some different ‘a’s suggests that the GIMP approach 
to find the next higher Mersenne prime is to a large extent a waste of time since there are an 
infinite number of other primes given by N(n,a)=2^n+a  for lower n which may find more direct 
applications including for cybersecurity. 
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